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Overview
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) refers to an attack campaign where an intruder or group
of intruders establishes an illicit long term presence on a network to dig out highly
confidential and sensitive data of the victim organisation and leads to destructive
consequences.
APTs are usually prolonged and have specific targets to attack. The target could be an
individual, a business or an organization. APTs usually follow few phases such as hacking the
network, avoiding detection, making plan of action, mapping victims data, gathering sensitive
data of the victims and exfiltrating that data.
Lazarus is a state-sponsored advance persistent threat (APT) group which is governed by the
North Korean government. For the very first time this group was seen in 2009 and was
repeatedly carrying out various attacks worldwide including the WannaCry ransomware
outbreak, bank thefts, assaults against cryptocurrencyexchanges and wiper attacks against
Sony Picture Entertainment.
On April 26 we came across a document file in our database that relates to a recent attack
suspected to be carried out by the Lazarus APT group over South Korea. Lazarus group is
known for using highly sophisticated techniques and advance attacking toolkits. To maintain
its dignity this time they came up with a new hiding technique where they have used BMP files
embedded with malicious HTA object to drop its loader.
MD5: ed9aa858ba2c4671ca373496a4dd05d4
Infection Flow

Fig 1: Event Tree

Technical Analysis

On opening the document file a blue colored theme appears with some Korean text asking the
user to enable the macro to view the content.

Fig 2: Blue Theme
Once the macro is enabled a new page is loaded which is the actual lure page(i.e. a
participation application form for a fair).

Fig 3: Lure Page

Now as we know that the document file is macro-enabled let’s try to get the macros from it.

Fig 4: Extracted Macros
The ascii dump of the macros from the given document looks like as shown in below Figure.

Fig 5:Macros Ascii Dump

Event Sequence by Macros

The macros start with popping-up a massage box with a message claiming to be an older
version of Microsoft office by means of calling MsgBoxOKCancel Function.

Fig 6: MessageBox Function
After that it defines few variables such as MyCalc, MyValue and MyExt1 and by looking at the
values stored in them we can mention that they are base64 encoded. The same could be
achieved by looking at the Encode and Decode functions defined in the macros themselves.

Fig 7.1: Defined Variables

Fig 7.2: Base64 encode-decode function
The base 64 decoded string stored in the above variables are:
a) encoded string =
“d2lubWdtdHM6Ly8uL3Jvb3QvY2ltdjI6V2luMzJfUHJvY2Vzcw==”
decoded string = “winmgmts://./root/cimv2:Win32_Process”
b) encoded string = “bXNodGE=”
decoded string = “mshta”
c) encoded string = “emlw”
decoded string = “zip”
Once the decoding is done the macros further look for the current document name by using
ActiveDocument.Name object, segregates the extension from the document name and stores
the document in HTML format by calling ActiveDocument.SaveAs TempPath, wdFormatHTML
method and save it in temp/ directory.

Fig 8: HTML save method
To protect the document from user interaction and prevent modification the document is
looked at with a password by calling the show function.

Fig 9: Document protection method
Now it will look for the file with filename stored in ImageFileName variable (i.e.
image003.png) in temp/_files/ directory and convert the extension to bmp by calling
WIA_ConvertImage function.
PNG files contains compressed malicious zlib object because of that it can not be detected by
the security mechanism by static means.
To bring the object in action it needs to be decompressed at the target site.
Therefore the Lazarus APT group uses this conversion technique from PNG file to BMP file
format so that it will automatically decompresses the malicious zlib object that is embedded
from PNG to BMP at the target machine.

Fig 10: Image convertor Functon
Further the BMP file get executed by calling mshta.exe (i.e. a component of Microsoft HTML
application) to execute the HTA files stored in image003.zip file (which is a .bmp file) with
help of the WMI object and subsequentially deleting all images along with the directory.

Fig 11: BMP file execution and Kill function
Primary Payload Analysis
On decompressing the embedded HTA the object in BMP file revealed a Java Script that creates
an executable file with the name “Appstore.exe” and loads all its content(Payload) in it. At the
end of the script, it will call Wscript.run to execute the payload.

Fig 12: Embedded Java Script

Fig 13: Dropped Files
Secondary Payload Analysis

The secondary payload appended in Appstore.exe will try to make an http request to the C&C
server . The server address is base64 encoded and encrypted using a custom encryption
algorithm.

Fig 14: Base64 encoded Payload
At this point in time the C&C server is not active therefore the communication cannot be
traced.

Fig 15: Network Communication with C&C Server
Sectrio Protection
• Sectrio detects this malware as “SS_Gen_Lazarus_Trojan_Dropper
IOCs
Malicious URLs:
http://www.jinjinpig.co.kr/Anyboard/skin/board[.]php
http://mail.namusoft.kr/jsp/user/eam/board[.]jsp
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Our Honeypot Network
This report has been prepared from the threat intelligence gathered by our honeypot
network. This honeypot network is today operational in 72 cities across the world.
These cities have at least one of the following attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are landing centers for submarine cables
Are internet traffic hotspots
House multiple IoT projects with a high number of connected endpoints
House multiple connected critical infrastructure projects
Have academic and research centers focusing on IoT
Have the potential to host multiple IoT projects across domains in the future

Over 12 million attacks a day is being registered across this network of individual
honeypots. These attacks are studied, analyzed, categorized, and marked according to a
threat rank index, a priority assessment framework that we have developed within
Sectrio. The honeypot network includes over 4000 physical and virtual devices covering
over 400 device architectures and varied connectivity mediums globally. These devices
are grouped based on the sectors they belong to for purposes of understanding sectoral
attacks. Thus, a layered flow of threat intelligence is made possible.

